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Why did you develop three-wheel hockey skates?

Powerslide is the pioneer of three-wheel skating. In 2015 we started to launch three-wheel skates aka Triskates for various 
skating disciplines. We started with racing where we introduce 3x125mm setups. Our team skater Bart Swings from Belgium 
smashed the track record at the Berlin marathon and beat the old record by about 5 minutes of time – skating half the race 
alone without any possibility to draft behind another skater. This was the break-through for our Triskates.

Triskates allow us to skate with bigger wheels in a compact format means using short frames. Bigger wheels generate a higher 
top speed and the center wheel also acts like a pivot point which makes the skates very agile. For us, Triskates o�er the 
perfect speed and agility to make the fastest game even faster. 

What is the advantage of the Trinity Mounting System?
Inline hockey is a very traditional sport driven by ice hockey. Frames are usually riveted to the boot without the chance to 
adjust or customize the position. We at Powerslide have our roots in speedskating where skaters mainly purchase boots and 
frames separately, and who are used to customize their frame position to optimize their performance. 
Believe it or not, but the basic idea of our patented Trinity 3-pint mounting system has been taken from inline hockey. With 
bigger wheels, the center of gravity of skates gets more important and also support. We looked for solutions to make skates 
not only faster but also more secure, agile, and better control. With bigger wheels, the force gets higher too, more torque. So 
we looked at di�erent sports, fixations in di�erent areas, and at other disciplines of skating. We knew that inline hockey 
frames use front wings forming a channel for ages for one reason:
 to lower the center of gravity

TRINITY o�ers groundbreaking performance. The two asymmetrical mounting points in the front deliver superior control and 
power transfer while creating a central channel for the wheels and allowing the skate to sit lower and closer to the floor. 
TRINITY mounting lets you skate bigger wheels, have more control, and get more speed than any ordinary skate.
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Main benefits of the TRINITY 3-point mounting: 
• Better Power Transfer: thanks to the power triangle formed by the 3 mounting points.
• Stronger: because the forces are spread over 3 mounting points.
• More Control: due to the strong 3-point connection of boot and frame.
• Easier Skating: the power triangle also helps you with weight transfer and balance. 
• Better Control of your skates: especially also for jumps and slides.
• Lower center of gravity: means more control, stability, and safer skating.
• X-Slot mounting to customize the frame position under your boots.
• Fatigue Control: significant reduction of vibration. TRINITY not only boost the performance but also absorbs 30% more vibra-
tion and eases the roll over cracks and rough surfaces making every moment on your wheels e�ortless.

We transferred this concept into our hockey collection for reasons:

• The possibility to shift the frame in all directions – forward and backward as well as sidewards to find the “sweet spot” to fit 
your skating and to boost your performance.
• The option to switch frames and wheel setups.  Athletes who use their hockey skate for their training outside the rink might 
want to use a di�erent setup and can easily switch frames and wheels.
• The system also allows you to switch from inline to ice and vice-versa.

Can I switch from Inline Hockey to ice hockey?
Thanks to our Trinity Mounting system you can easily switch to other inline frame setups, but it also allows you to put our 
Trident Ice blade under your boots to use them to play ice hockey. Make sure to choose the right size of the frame.

Which size of Trident ice blades fits my skates?
We o�er the Trident ice blades in various sizes. Based on our experience we recommend the following match:
Size S ice blade = up to size 39 EU
Size M ice blade = size 40-41 EU
Size L ice blade = size 42-43 EU
Size XL ice blade = size 44-47 EU

How to assemble the Trident ice blade?
It´s super simple and just takes a few minutes to switch from inline to the ice for the winter season or reverse to get back on 
inline skates in spring. Just loosen the three mounting screws of your frame or ice blade to take it o� for the switch and tighten 
the ice blade or frame with the three screws firmly onto your boots. That´s all you need to do to be ready for fun.
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Are Trident ice blades pre-sharpened?
Yes, they are pre-sharpened and ready to skate. Feel free to get professional help if you want to change the radius or if you 
need to re-sharpen your blades

Do you o�er HiLo frames?
No sorry – we only o�er setups with equal wheel diameter.

How can I heat mold my skates?
Powerslide hockey skates feature our MYFIT heat molding technology which allows you to heat mold your boots in order to 
get the perfect fit. 
Check out the video tutorial and simply follow our guidelines to customize your fit.

Do you o�er boots of di�erent width?
No sorry. We just o�er one width for our skate models. Powerslide hockey skates are based on our “performance fit last”. 

Features:
• Medium to low front toe part for control and e�ective power transfer
• Medium volume midfoot area for no movement inside the boot and great control
• Touching inside and outside sidewalls for skate feeling and easy edges
• Medium heel and Achilles area for more comfort and still good heel lock
• Medium ankle area for performance and control without sacrificing comfort 
• Medium volume instep 
• Normal arch

Width: 
• Wider toe, front, and heel compared to ultimate fit
• Performance fit for race, hockey, and high-end fitness fit 
• Narrow to medium at front 
• Medium on the heel

Recommended for:
• Roman, Greek, and Egyptian foot shape 
• High arch, normal arch
• Standard and normal feet with little extra bones or bruises
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Is the toe cap of Powerslide hockey boots also stable enough for puck shots?
Yes, it is. We use a strong and impact-resistant plastic cap inside our boots to make sure that player's feet will be protected 
from harmful injuries.

How abrasion resistant is the upper material, especially in the toe area?
We use high-quality materials for our Powerslide hockey skates. The main material is synthetic PU-leather and for the toe 
area, we use highly abrasion-resistant real leather material.

Can you combine the frame or boot with another brand?
No, this is not possible. Powerslide is the only hockey brand o�ering skates featuring the Trinity 3-point mounting system, 
which allows you to change frames. All other brands o�er skates with traditionally riveted frames that can´t be exchanged.

Can I use my hockey skates for fitness?
Yes, sure! Feel free to use your hockey skates to cruise with friends or even for your marathon training if you feel well in your 
skates and you don´t want to spend money for an extra pair of skates.
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